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THE TRANSVERSE FORCES IN WAKEFIELD ACCELERATORS* 
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The purpose of this paper is an attempt to compare beam 
breakup problems in dielectric lined waveguide to plasmas 
as they pertain to wakefield accelerators. This is difficult 
for various reasons. In the waveguide position is measured 
relative to the physical center of the guide but in a plasma 
pnsition is rclabive to the centroid of the bunch creating the 
wakes. Dielectrics are very linear making their behavior well 
suited for analytical study. Plasmas are very nonlinear so 
one makes a great many approxirna!,ions to put t.hern inf.o 
an analytical rqime. 

The electromagnetic fields radiated by a relativistic 
cllargc nloving inside a dielcct,ric lined cylindric;tl waveglridt3 
have been given in detail elsewhere [I]. Doing a Fourier anal- 
ysis one finds that m=O modes give rise to only longit,udinal 
forces in the ultrarelativist.ic limit All higher order modes 
give rise to transverse forces. 

For an azimuthally symmct,ric disk traveling thru a 
plasma only m=O modes exist [Z]. This is bccar~sr the elec- 
trostatic waves induced in the plasma are centered about 
thr charge distribution. The trimsvrrse forces act ahout 
this c.entroid. 

Dielwtrics --- 

The geometry of the diclcctric filled waveguide is shown 
in figurt? I. The drive charge is located a~ (ro, 0) and t,he test. 
charge position is (T, 10). In ref. [l] tlli: m=O longitudiilnl 
clccttk field is found to bc iziclepcntlrrlf, of r in tbr ult,ra- 
cclativist,ic limit. There arc 110 transv(‘rht’ forces associat,c%tl 
tvit11 this nrotlc (or trlorc accuralkl~~, t11tJ. fall off ils 7-“1. 

Fig 1 Geometry of Dielectric Waveguide 
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From [l] the m # 0 ult8rarelat.ivistjc electric field is 

with 

E:_” = -~(~)mcos,~~QcoskOzC 
S- 

cl.9 

(1) 

qs) = -w+ e& + 1 $!su) I ;R:nW sa Srrr(S~) R&a)) C2) 
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where C(s) = 0 defines the frequencies s, a is the inner 
radius of the waveguide, 6 is the dielectric const.ant of the 
liner, r~ is the offset. of the driving hunch, r is the offset, of 
the test bunch, ~0 is the distancn behind the driving bunc11 
and ko = S/(E - 1)1/2. 

The functions I<,,, , Hi,, S,,, , S:,, are derived frk.011 r,hc: 8’:. 
ometry of the problem and are ti~$incd as 

RIl,(SU) = ~v,,,(sb),l;,,(sn) - ‘I,‘,(Sb)N,,, (M) 

h!;,(m) = ,v,,,(sbjJ;,(su) - J,“(Sb)A’,~,(SCi) 

S,,,(su) = AJ,!,,(sb)J,,~(sn) - J,!,,(sb)N,,,(sa) 

s;,, (S(f) = ‘~~~,(sb),7~,i(scf) - ,r,;,(d/)fYF;, (SIL) 

and J,,, , J:,,, X,,,, N,‘,> arc the mt,h order llt~c:l function* of 
the first and srcond kind. 

The transverse% ft:mrce is found I‘r0rli t hc r’rlllof~kl-~l’i,I~~~,l 
theorem shown in [l]: 

FL = 

For 717 = 1 this is a purr di[)“lri nlotlh.:nt~. It floes not 
rnaft~cr where tllc trailing launch is in tllr= wavrgilidc for this 
cast. The atnplit.utle of t,llis forcl: is pr~::~port,ional to the 
driving br*anl o%c~t only ilncl l,liis call lie rt~duce,! 11y g?tt,ing 
l,lrct crntroid or 1,11(: cllarc;e disf,ritrili ii,11 c11~ t ;I tlrl, axis 0i 
th w:l\~c’gllid~. 

Plasmas 

‘Ilhc! geometry of tli~ pla.sn~a prd~lclir is diown in figure: 
2. The center line is assumed for general expansion of non- 
uniform distributions. ‘l’hc linear rnotlcl is purely olectro- 
static and assumes that the ions are a continuous uniform 
background with an elect.ron fluid superpcbsc:d. 

In [3] an example is given for the wakcfield rrsponse of a 
cold plasma in 3-d. There is an a priori assumption of az- 
imut,hal symmetry. Working without that assumption ref. 
[4] finds that the same formalism used in the dielectric anal- 
ysis leads to a delta function response with a longitudinal 
electric field: 

E, = -8ekpz 2 eirl~(e-eo)I,,l(kpr~)li,,ljki,r,) Cos(kyt”) 
,tl=--a? 

(4) 
47&&o 

where k, = 5 and w,” = - no is the plasma den- 
C 771, ' 

sily, and v is the beam velocity. i’he symbols r< and t’> are 
chosen as r or 1’0 depending on which is smaller and larger. 
For the case similar to [3] we take r< = 0 and B = 6’0 = 0 to 
find the identical (within a fact,or of 4) result: 
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E, = -8eEp2K&r) cos(k,zo) (5) 

The infinite response of (5) as r goes to zero is due to the 
linear fluid model of the electrons. As shown in [3] the fluid 
response is a dclt,a function along the line of t,ha drive charge. 
In a more accurate model one would include temperat,urc 
eKc!cts which will spread out the fluid responst? by a Debye 
Icn$h. In t,hc diclcct,ric case t,his art.ificial problem does not. 
exist. 

Fig. 2 Geometry of Plasma 
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‘10 cornpartz (4) to the example lnentioned in [2] we in- 
l,cgrate cquat.ion (4) over a c.liargc~ dktrihut.ion suggested in 
wf :2] as 

o(r) = $(l - 7qa2) r<a 

= 0 r>a (6) 

‘1‘1:~ result of this calculat~io:l is. 

L, = -Fr$’ cosi~I,--o)[f~~~(k~r)[fl(rl-,,r)(l - $-) 

+:Gi2(i:,,r) + lo(kl,l)[fii,rlil(kp?.) - sfc2(kl,rj 

+21i?(kpa)]] r<a (7) 

l?,. zz -q&J cos(t,-“)lic(k,r)12(k,a) r>a 63) 

Ruth et ;+I’~[‘21 solutions hnvc the form 

for T < n but is identical to (8) for r > n (again a factor of 4 
different). Plotting the terms within brackets of (7) and (9) 
gives different. atrlplitudrs but the curves arc: t.hc parabolic 
shape of ttic sourer (xc figs. 3 and 4). 

Equations (5), (7), and (9) all show a strong radial de- 
pendance. The Panofsky-Wenzel theorem on (5) gives 

FL = -8ez~~lil(Sr).sin(kp~~) (10) 

which indicates a strong focusing force. As Ruth et. al. 
showed [2] there is a region where one can accelerate and fo- 
cus. This is a major difference between the dielectric waveg- 
uide and the t)l?srna. 

If one does not have an azimuthally symmetric drive 
beam, (4) shows that m # 0 modes will exist. Int,egration 
of (4) over some arbitrary nonuniform distribution will also 
give rise to dipole terms similar to (1). It may be possible 
to transform to a new coordinate system where t,he m = 1 
mode is eliminated, such as the centroid of the charge distri- 
bution. In a nonuniform plasma, thcrr. would he: an m = 1 
mode physically excited. 

Fig. 3 Eq\.lation (7) 
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Fig. 4 TSqu~t.ior~ (0) 
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Both the plasma and dielectric pipe exhibit similar prob- 
lems. In the plasma even a uniform distribution in the drive 
bunch gives rise to transverse forces seen by the trailing 
bunch. In the dielect,ric an offset beam frotn the center of 
the pipe is necessa.ry to excite the transverse forces. 
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The model used on the dielectric is well understood and 
reasonably accurate. The model used for the plasma is 
somewhat questionable since only linearized approximations 
to the fluid equations were used. Past experiments show 
that prediction of the dielectric response is as expected [l]. 
The work done with plasmas [5] is not quite as successful 
but close enough for the linear approximation. 

At this point in time, Argonne is att,ernpt8iug to build a 
100 nC, 10 psec, 30 MeV accelerator to further test these 
ideas [6]. Transverse forces are difficult to measure in our 
present apparatus and higher currents with shorter bunches 
will alleviate some of these problems. 111 the future we hope 
to compare the absolut,e magnitudes of transverse forces in 
both dielectric wavrguide and plasmas. 

Because dielectric waveguides are easier to build and 
alignmrnt is 1~~s critical t,han for plasm;ls we expect these 
devices to be more immediately useful for the accelerator 
community. External focusing can be added t,o dielectric 
waveguides which also reduces the problems ;tssociat.cd with 
beam alignment. Since plasmas have similar problems (al- 
though for different reasons) it will bc s:cun~ t irtlc hc,forc their 
higher gradients will be llscd t,o b\;iltl an accelerator. 
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